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I began the day thinking I had few cases for surgery ,and I had my clinical officer at the
guest house so I would finish early afternoon and come home and relax.  Instead - and
I don't know why except that one of the operating nurses had to be away with a sick
family member - we finished surgery  just short of 6 o'clock in the evening.  When I got
to the guest house I learned Miriam, the ever capable clinical officer, hadn't been able
to do the post operative exams from the day before because the guest house had no
electricity all day.  So I had 15 post-operative exams to do and 4 new people who were
friends or relatives of friends  waiting for exams.  On the encouraging side, I did get
some valuable experience and training from one of the local doctors in the local method
of surgical treatment of entropion (eyelid edge rolling inward and rubbing the eye) so I
now feel comfortable having done some of these cases.  These are almost always a
result of Trachoma over here and the management is different from the very rare times
we see similar problems in the U.S.  

Like I said yesterday, I am ready to move on to more direct spiritual ministry - not that I
don't believe God enables us to do all work through the power of the Holy Spirit and
that He calls us to "secular" work, but one of the things I most enjoy about Uganda is
seeing God moving in peoples lives spiritually,  and I don't get to be see a lot of that
when doing 5 minute exams and 7 minute surgeries with brief medically focused
discussions usually through translation.  So I continue to pray that the physical deeds
will open peoples hearts to the gospel.  Certainly my days are full of multiple people
thanking me for the work.  One elderly gentleman with very advanced glaucoma has no
light perception in one eye which will never recover, and I did surgery on the other eye
which had bare light perception.  He was amazingly grateful to be able to count fingers
very close to his face.  Another patient was totally blind in one eye and had severe
cornea scarring on her remaining eye in front of a very dense cataract.  In the U.S. we
would have done a cornea transplant and cataract surgery at the same time, but that is
not an option here.  Because the cataract was very dense and the visibility was so bad,
while I can do the technique that has to be done on cases here, I didn't feel comfortable
doing what was going to be an extremely difficult surgery.  Dr. Christine looked a the
patient and decided to try to do the case in hopes of at least giving the patient good
enough vision to have some function.  Halfway through the case the visibility was so
bad that she declared she was doing surgery by faith and not by sight.  I will see the
patient tomorrow and pray she gets some restoration of vision.

The plan for tomorrow is that Bob will continue to visit with patients in the guest house,
Miriam will do more post-op exams, Rachel will work in the orphanage, and I will do
some more teaching at the hospital (and possibly get some more experience in local
techniques of surgery under the watchful eye of a very good local surgeon).  Later in
the day I will be running errands  running errands.  One of those will be meeting with
customs and the clearing agent about the package that still is tied up in customs since



October.  Pray that we will have resolution of that.    It appears we will either get it out of
customs tomorrow or buy it at auction later.

Plans have now been mostly finalized for pastor Edward Kasaija and me to go to
Bundibugyo on the border with Congo to help someone secure land and a builder to
start a pig farm.  I have only flown there in the past and am told that it will be a very
interesting drive through the Rwenzori mountains to get there.=


